"H" reflex as a measure of subclinical uremic polyneuropathy in children with chronic renal failure.
Uremic polyneuropathy (UPNP) is a serious complication of chronic renal failure (CRF) in adults; however, its prevalence is unknown in the pediatric population. An easy-to-perform maneuver for its detection in children is the evaluation of "H" reflex. The objective of this study was to validate the usefulness of the "H" reflex maneuver for the diagnosis of UPNP in pediatric dialysis patients for CRF. Thirty-seven CRF patients were paired with healthy controls by age and sex. The patients were being treated with dialysis or one of its variants. Information was obtained regarding diagnosis, duration, and control of dialysis. Neurological examination was performed, conduction velocities in sensory and motor nerves were measured, and "H" reflex elicited bilaterally. Peripheral polyneuropathy was determined by the presence of at least two nerves with alterations in latency and/or conduction velocities. It was found that 59.4% (22/37) of the children with CRF treated with dialysis developed UPNP, 17 with ambulatory peritoneal dialysis, and 5 with hemodialysis. There was no difference in diagnosis, duration of dialysis, or control of the same in these patients from other CRF patients who did not have UPNP. All patients were clinically asymptomatic. "H" reflex showed a sensibility of 44%, a specificity of 87%, a predictive value positive of 66%, and a predictive value negative of 76%, when measured to 28 msec. With a 30 msec duration specificity rises to 95%. UPNP presents asymptomatically in pediatric patients. "H" reflex is an adequate screening test for the selection of pediatric patients to be tested further.